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Interview with Brian Barnett

“Within the first 6-months,
these changes helped us
save the company more than
$300,000 in expenses.”

So what does Alpha-Omega Training and Compliance, Inc. do?
The Alpha-Omega family is made up of (4) uniquely different companies. Alpha-Omega Training
and Compliance, Inc. (AOTC); Salvation Safety, LLC (SS); Alpha-Omega Endeavors, LLC (AOE),
and the recently acquired AAG (now AOTC (ER Division).
•

AOTC is a full-service environmental remediation consulting firm. Our services include:

Site Investigation & Remediation; Utility Support; Industrial & Waste Management; Occupational
Health & Industrial Hygiene; and Compliance Services & Training Programs. AOTC manages
projects throughout Florida and the southeast.
•

AOTC (ER Division) is a 24-hour emergency spill response company. Spills may include

hazardous and non-hazardous material from rail, marine, vehicle and aviation accidents. We also
respond to drum abandonment, industrial f acilities incidents and biohazard decontamination. We
manage projects throughout Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and into the Carolina’s.
•

Salvation Safety supports clients with experienced safety and health professionals.

Services include: On-site Safety Management; Health & Safety Compliance Assessment; Confined
Space Rescue and Confined Space Attendant services; Industrial Hygiene Services; Job Safety
Analysis (JSA); Accident Investigations; and OSHA Compliance. Salvation Safety manages
projects throughout North America, Central America, South America and the Caribbean.
•

AOE is a management holding company for AOTC, AOTC (ER Division) and SS.

What prompted you to take on a part-time CFO?
Cash flow problems

Why did you specifically choose The CFO Center?
I was introduced to Mr. Waterman while attending an SBA Emerging Leaders program in
Tampa. The CFO Center was a guest of this class during our financial chapter of the program.
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If you had to summarize what tangible & intangible
benefits John Waterman has brought to the
business what would that look like?
Since Mr. Waterman’s involvement, some of our improvements
have included:
•

We switched to a new CPA firm with a more “hands-on”

approach. They helped with the update and transition of our
accounting system. Also, tax preparation items identified by
this new firm resulted in an immediate savings in excess of
$60,000.
•

Our liability insurance policies were reviewed, and we

identified approximately $45,000 in savings.
There were many other areas of improvement which had
financial impacts. Within the first 6-months, these changes
helped us to save the company more than $300,000 in
expenses.

What would your message be to anyone
considering taking on a part-time CFO that may not
know what is involved?
What specific benefits did you see in taking on a parttime CFO over a full-time CFO?
•

Having the CFO knowledge on hand, without the expense of a

full-time salaried employee; and
•

It is definitely worth the investment. It is sometimes difficult to
recognize all the areas for potential improvement, when we
are consumed by day to day operations. It is good to have a
fresh set of eyes f rom someone outside the organization to
help point out these inefficiencies.

Having the resources of the other members of the CFO Center,

even though we would only be paying for Mr. Waterman’s time on
site.

Which areas in your finance function were you most
looking for support with at the time?
I guess initially, I didn’t know…what I didn’t know. The more
questions Mr. Waterman asked about our business, the more
inefficiencies and areas for improvement were recognized.

What benefits have you seen outside just the CFO?
Outside of just financial improvements, Mr. Waterman has helped
give us new perspective on: process improvement; marketing ideas;
and other areas of business.

What’s particularly attractive about John Waterman’s
(Your CFO) skillset?
Everything…Every month we are identifying areas for continued
improvement.
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